communities on either side of the cordillera. The development of sustained regional interaction through the regular movement of llama caravans appears linked to an increase in the circulation of goods. This dynamic would have changed through Archaeologists looking at exchange with respect to changes in sociopolitical complexity have argued that exotic goods are often linked to status, and are indicative of the long-distance trade connections and alliances of the individual or family in possession of these goods. Portable high-status goods that are carried greater distances are often categorized dichotomously against "staple products." For example, Earle differentiates wealth finance from staple finance, where wealth items are used for display and exchange, and the primary function is to represent status (Earle 1994: 427) . Hayden defines items that have been carried for more than two days as "prestige technology" in contrast to "practical technology" (Hayden 1998: 44) . In dual-processual theory, Blanton et al. (1996) present long-distance exchange as a principal element in "network strategies" linking elites across distance. These classifications are used in a general sense and focus on exchange as one of the strategies employed by emerging elites that contribute to explaining social evolutionary processes.
In an argument for the importance of exchange of "ordinary goods," Smith (1999) takes the position that the development and the long-term viability of trade networks in many regions were likely based on the demand for relatively commonplace items that were unavailable locally. She argues that these items often served important roles in household activities that were laden with social and functional meaning, and formed a prominent part of group identity. Applying the sociosemiotics of Gottdiener (1995) , Smith argues that the consumption of particular materials can have social significance and convey information in a variety of sociopolitical contexts. Thus, the capacity for kin-based reciprocal exchange networks to distribute household items over distance, or household-level trading ventures to circulate relatively mundane products, should not be underestimated. Her thesis appears to explain, in part, the pattern observed in obsidian consumption in the south-central Andes, of which new data are presented here, of low but consistent quantities of obsidian being produced and transported throughout the region by the end of the preceramic period.
Sustained regional transport of obsidian in the south-central Andes occurred during a 3,000-year period of gradual social change, a time that includes the emergence of powerful regional centers in the Lake Titicaca Basin by approximately 200 BC. The role of political lineages and ethnic communities in Formative polities in the Lake Titicaca Basin has been the subject of recent research (Hastorf 2008; Janusek 2004; Stanish 2003) . In the circumstances where exotic items were circulated widely at a household level, recognizably foreign goods have the potential for conveying ethnic or factional associations in the broader consumption area. In dichotomizing status items from commonplace goods, archaeologists may neglect valuable information conveyed in the study of common goods circulated regionally. Obsidian, in particular, eludes these distinctions because it may be considered a status good in some archaeological contexts and relatively commonplace in others. In fact, Hayden (1998: 45) allows for cultural goods that defy easy categorization between prestige and practical technologies. Obsidian as a cultural good reflects the difficulty in acquiring source material in some areas due to cultural barriers, geological availability, inference based on obsidian artifacts found in archaeological deposits, and other factors.
As I will describe in more detail, the broad time period considered in this chapter spans dramatic changes in the economy and in sociopolitical organization in the south-central Andes. Despite the great changes that occurred, studies at a regional scale indicate that obsidian was disseminated into the region relatively consistently from the Terminal Archaic (3300 cal BC) onward. This study focuses on exchange between social units as small as household-level interaction, and thus the framework borrowed from other studies focusing on status items and commonplace is of limited utility.
Region
The regional focus of this research is the south-central Andes where the narrow Andean cordillera widens slightly at the high-altitude Lake Titicaca Basin. A crosssection of the Andes (Fig. 1b, profile) reveals the dramatic environmental contrasts that make exchange relationships particularly valuable (Sandweiss and Richardson 2008; Troll 1968) . In the span of 150 km one goes from the verdant Amazon basin on the east side of the Andes through high-altitude grasslands and glaciated peaks, to the steep western slopes and the Pacific littoral. Each region offers particular resources that complement the other zones.
Archaeologists working in the south-central Andean highlands have developed a temporal sequence for the prehispanic period upon which there is general agreement (Fig. 2) . The first peopling occurred sometime after 12,000 BC, with human occupation appearing first in coastal contexts and soon after in the highlands. The processes that led to full plant and animal domestication began sometime after 4,000 BC. The beginnings of sociopolitical differentiation appeared in architecture and crafts production by around 1,000 BC, the Lake Titicaca Middle Formative. These societies had growing influence in the region, and the largest of these Middle and Late Formative polities are viewed as chiefdoms. The expansive Tiwanaku polity, the first state in the highland region, existed between AD 500 and AD 1,100 and was generally contemporary with the larger, but shorter-lived, Wari state to the north that defines the Middle Horizon in central Andean archaeology. During a subsequent period of internecine conflict, fortified settlements were built on hilltops, and finally the Inka Empire emerged out of Cusco in the mid-fifteenth century to control the length of the Andes, although they would reign for less than 100 years before the Spanish arrived.
In the Lake Titicaca Basin, one notable aspect of the emergence of the Tiwanaku state is that it occurred in a steppe-like environment at nearly 4,000 masl, making it the highest-altitude in situ development for state-level society anywhere in the world. Tiwanaku had colonies in rich agricultural lands on either side of the Andes, together with vast herds of camelids and raised field agriculture in the vicinity of the Tiwanaku core area (Goldstein 2005; Janusek 2008 ). It appears that Tiwanaku supported an economy with craft specialists and an elaborate ritual hierarchy (Kolata 2003) , but most Andeanists believe that a prehispanic market-based economy (with prices reflecting supply and demand) played a minor role, or was absent, in this part of the Andes (LaLone 1982: 300; Stanish 2003: 69) . In lieu of a market-based system, the evidence suggests that the dominant mechanisms were reciprocity and redistribution, as well as a more regionally specific interaction. As in mountain regions worldwide, communities residing in different ecological zones in the Andes had long engaged in reciprocal exchange relationships based on mutualism. In a pattern that is more distinctively Andean, polities would attempt direct control rather than exchange to acquire resources from an archipelago of productive lands at different altitudes on the flanks of the Andes in a colonial strategy known as "vertical complementarity" (Murra 1972) . The vertical complementary model has been the subject of much discussion in the Andes (Aldenderfer 1993; Masuda et al. 1985; Van Buren 1996) , with related models proposed such as the "altiplano mode" of integration which proposes extensive networks based on trade in the (Browman 1981 (Browman , 1990 ). In support of Browman's "altiplano mode," regional distributions of Chivay obsidian appear to be confined to middle-and high-altitude sites throughout Andean prehistory (Burger et al. 2000; Craig et al. 2007; Frye et al. 1998; Giesso 2000; Tripcevich 2007: 183-191) .
Recent studies suggest that domains within the Tiwanaku state, including those in the core area, were heterogeneous and included ethnically diverse communities (Janusek 2008) . Tiwanaku prospered for centuries in a location that is productively limited due to altitude and seasonality, yet on a regional scale the place provides access to a variety of goods such as maize, from other regions through long-distance trade (Hastorf 2006) . Ethnohistoric evidence shows that the mobile sector of the Andean economy provided a vital articulation between regions with productive ecological niches, such as valleys rich in complementary products (Browman 1981; Casaverde Rojas 1977; Diez de San Miguel 1964 [1567 ). The organization of regional caravan exchange was variable through the prehispanic period, as evidence points to long-distance caravans being used by a wide range of social groups. Contemporary caravans are typically coordinated by individuals representing local households and the ayllu, or lineage group (Harris 1985; Nielsen 2001) . Ethnohistoric texts describe some caravans as under the aegis of elite administration in chiefdoms and states (Murra 1965; Stanish 2003: 69) .
Drawing upon the example provided by modern-day Andean caravans, archaeologists use both material evidence and inference to describe the types of goods that likely circulated in the past. While the long-distance trade of heavy staple foods by way of llama caravans would have been costly, relatively portable goods of limited geographical availability such as peppers, herbs, dried fruit, salt, and obsidian were conveyed in regular and perhaps seasonal schedules that likely interfaced with annual festivals and rituals (Browman 1990; Dillehay and Nuñez 1988; Dillehay 1995[1979] ). Other items, including coca leaf and other ritual and medicinal herbs, may have been part of household exchange. But, it is also possible that these materials belong among another class of cultural goods that had a political dynamic different from ordinary household goods. Altiplano residents had some staple agriculture, primarily in seed-plants and tubers, yet their most abundant products, much in demand by lower-elevation peoples, were derived from their substantial herds of camelids, including meat, wool, and leather, as well as associated transport capabilities.
Regional Circulation
Nonlocal goods have been present in much of the Titicaca Basin subsistence economy throughout the prehispanic period -albeit often appearing in small quantities. These regional consumption patterns of nonlocal goods may reveal significant differences in spatial and temporal distributions. In particular, does evidence from an underlying subsistence economy persist despite larger political changes during the Formative period preceding the emergence of Tiwanaku? Furthermore, is there reciprocal evidence of exchange occurring between regions, or were principal communities participating disproportionately in regional exchange?
Numerous regional centers dominated the Titicaca landscape in the Middle Formative, and it appears that by the Late Formative power was consolidated into a few large centers that lay on either end of Lake Titicaca along the north-west to south-east axis (Bandy 2005; Stanish 2003: 159) . These prominent centers, including Pukara to the north-west and Tiwanaku and Khonkho Wankane on the southeast, would have had unfettered access to both sides of the Andes by virtue of their geographical position (Fig. 1) . It follows that if the emergence of these powerful centers altered the economic landscape in their hinterlands, what do longstanding regional exchange relationships tell us about the communities that made up these larger emerging polities?
Ethnohistoric documents describe aspects of regional trade relationships during the early colonial period, presenting evidence on how emerging elites and commoners might have made use of long-distance interaction. Garci Diez's Titicaca Basin visita, a sixteenth century Spanish census document (Diez de San Miguel 1964 [1567 ), relates how local elites in the Lake Titicaca Basin would have their constituents organize llama caravans for trading expeditions to adjacent, lower elevation regions where corn, fruits, and other products were sweeter, faster growing, and more abundant than in the Titicaca Basin.
Stanish uses such accounts to argue that administered trade benefited elites because they were able to appropriate this difference in value, and through feasting and other ceremonial functions, a portion of this wealth was redistributed to commoners (2003: 69) . Diez describes how herders fulfilled their corvée labor obligations by participating in these elite-organized trading ventures, but that they also conducted private barter exchange on the side (Diez de San Miguel 1964 [1567 ). Murra (1965: 201) writes, "those in Lupaca country [the south-western Titicaca Basin] 'who had their own cattle [cargo llamas]' (Diez de San Miguel 1964 [1567 , f. 13v) went to the coast and to the lomas to barter on their own. …the maize growers on the irrigated coast were eager for the highlander's animals, their wool and meat." It appears that the herders were able to embed household economic transactions within their labor obligations by conducting barter activities on the side. Modern-day llama caravans bearing salt, animal products, and other goods from the altiplano to the adjacent lowlands (Browman 1990; Nielsen 2001 ) are a testament to the persistence of certain forms of exchange despite sweeping changes in the social and economic parameters that underpin these relationships.
Obsidian Exchange
As a resilient stone tool material that is visually distinct and can be geochemically linked to its geological source area, obsidian is exceptional for reconstructing the ancient movement of certain classes of artifacts (Shackley 2005) . In the Andes, there are relatively few nonperishable artifacts that circulated in the region consistently over long time periods that can provide a gauge of changes in exchange patterns. Obsidian was conveyed in the highland Andes throughout the prehispanic period despite a range of functional alternatives, such as high-quality chert. Over 90% of the obsidian in the Titicaca Basin came from a single source, called Chivay, that lay 175 km to the northwest of the Lake Titicaca (Fig. 1) above the Colca Valley in Arequipa, Peru (Burger et al. 1998; Burger et al. 2000) . In the southcentral Andes, obsidian was predominantly used for biface production, with projectile points representing the vast majority of obsidian artifacts. More specialized obsidian industries, such as prismatic blade production, have not been encountered in this area. Visually, Chivay obsidian is a light gray and sometimes banded glass that has a translucent appearance.
Despite the persistent diffusion of Chivay obsidian into the Titicaca Basin over a 3,000-year period, little evidence for the reciprocal movement of Titicaca Basin goods has been found in the Chivay area (Brooks et al. 1997 , Burger et al. 2000 . In recent survey work, pottery sherds were found in Titicaca Basin styles known as Colla (Late Intermediate Period) and Chucuito (Late Horizon), dating to the last 400 years before the Spanish invasion (Tripcevich 2007: 259-263: 782-783) .
Materials from the Titicaca Basin are recognized in the Colca area using stylistic attributes like pottery manufacture and iconographic elements rather than geochemical evidence. Geochemical and stylistic data sets, together with biological evidence, can be complementary and provide compelling multiple lines of evidence for understanding past geographical relationships (Burger et al. 2000: 268; Lazzari 2005) . On the other hand, the contexts of transfer for stylistic attributes are largely cultural, so it may often be the case that stylistic distributions are not directly commensurate with geochemical evidence, and therefore such comparisons must be approached with caution. The geographical structure of single-source geological resources is a centrifugal network configuration distinctive from other phenomena because the goods are diffusing into the region (Haggett 1966; Tripcevich 2007: 67-68) . These may be considered in terms of three patterns: (1) A network based on emanation from a sole source such as an obsidian source, (2) exchange of other subsistence products that will often be reciprocal and go both directions, and (3) stylistic attributes that can be conveyed through a variety of mechanisms including cultural and historical relationships.
Distinctive goods from Titicaca Basin polities dating to the Late Formative Period (400 BC-AD 500) and Tiwanaku Period (AD 500-AD 1100) have been encountered in distant lowland sites on both sides of the Andes. These goods consist principally of pottery, textiles, and Tiwanaku wooden snuff tablets (Blom et al. 1998; García Márquez and Bustamante Montoro 1990; Goldstein, 2000; Rivera 1991 ). Yet, interestingly, with the exception of one decorated Pukara sherd in the Colca valley (Wernke 2003: 137-138) , these goods are not found at the Chivay obsidian source, the origin point of the predominant obsidian type found in Titicaca Late Formative and Tiwanaku sites. Given the presence of the Wari state immediately to the north and west, Colca residents may have operated within a frontier situation where raw materials were exported toward the Titicaca Basin but stylistic affiliation was not well defined. During the subsequent Late Intermediate Period (AD 1100-1472), following the decline of the Tiwanaku state, strong stylistic similarities in burial practices, architecture, pottery, as well as the Aymara language, linked the upper Colca with the Titicaca Basin (Tripcevich 2007: 264) .
Evidence for regional interaction is strong during later time periods and for certain groups, such as Pukara, with distinctive stylistic attributes that are recognizable throughout the larger region. In contrast, geochemical evidence is not similarly confined by the availability of diagnostic styles and therefore provides evidence of interaction across a wider range of contexts. Evidence from obsidian exchange is one of emanation from the geological source, providing evidence for exchange over a 10,000-year time period. This reveals long-term relationships between Chivay and the Titicaca Basin, including exchange that may predate both the emergence of diagnostic regional styles and the onset of social complexity in the Andean highlands.
The Chivay Obsidian Source
The area of the Chivay obsidian source and adjacent high-altitude lands (4,000-5,000 masl) were the subject of a survey and testing program in 2003 using a mobile GISbased recording strategy (Tripcevich 2004 (Tripcevich , 2007 . One of the patterns that emerged from this study is that intensified obsidian production appears to correlate spatially with pastoralist areas. The research documented a quarry area, a workshop, and a narrow unsurfaced road leading away from the quarry area. Research into deposits at the workshop suggest that intensified production at the source was occurring by around cal 1800 BC, which is substantially earlier than expected, based on known regional distribution of obsidian.
The spatial arrangement of the quarry, the workshop, and the location of the road also strongly suggest that camelids were involved in transport and that a priority was placed on their well being. That is, these facilities were positioned adjacent to the best water and grazing lands in an arid volcanic landscape largely devoid of suitable grasses. It is not surprising that people with llama caravans would have been responsible for obsidian production and circulation. After all, at 5,000 masl the high-altitude obsidian source falls clearly in the pastoralist domain, and caravans would have provided the cargo animals to help move the stone, as well as other products such as herbs, dried fruits, or maize found in the adjacent agricultural lands below.
The regional demand for obsidian is more intriguing. It seems obvious that herders would circulate obsidian; pastoralists work with hides, meat, and wool, and there is scarcely a better sharp-edged cutting tool for most tasks than obsidian. In fact, research at the pastoralist rock shelter of Qillqatani, 200 km away has found concentrations of Chivay-type obsidian contemporaneous with the early dates encountered at the Chivay source reported here, including obsidian fragments up to five cm in length that were being discarded during the Early Formative (Aldenderfer 2005: 20; Tripcevich 2007: 190-197) . Steady quantities were available in all levels in a manner that suggests consistent supply, not merely sporadic down-the-line availability, from 3300 cal BC onward (Fig. 3) . Small quantities of obsidian are found in varied archaeological contexts in the region through to the Middle Horizon, particularly in areas frequented by herders but also in ritual contexts such as burials and ceremonial mounds (Burger et al. 2000; Couture 2003; Craig and Aldenderfer in press ). Subsequently, while obsidian was still largely circulated by herders, current evidence suggests that obsidian procurement declined during the subsequent Late Intermediate and Inka periods even though the herds of camelids were reportedly very large (Murra 1968: 120) . The apparent functional need for obsidian by pastoralists should have increased with these large herds, but archaeological evidence for obsidian circulation was relatively limited. This suggests that other motivators, besides a need among pastoralists for sharp stone, prompted regional demand for this material.
Interpreting Obsidian Use in the Highland Andes
These patterns of obsidian transport can be interpreted beyond the functional aspects of this unusual stone in terms of two major types of obsidian circulation. The first mode of circulation relies on the political competition in the highlands during the earlier periods. The earliest intensification on the Chivay source, during the Terminal Archaic and Early Formative, follows upon early archaeological evidence for social differentiation and political competition in the highland archaeo- (81%) were from the Chivay source logical record (Aldenderfer 1998: 243-261) . The possession and maintenance of large herds of camelids, a visible marker of surplus wealth, may have served as a costly signal and an early status marker (Aldenderfer 2006) . Prior to this time, obsidian was present but not common throughout the region. After approximately 3000 BC obsidian occurred in burials, along with the earliest gold pendants, lapis, and other nonlocal items (Craig 2005: 570; Craig and Aldenderfer in press ). In addition, Chivay obsidian was found on Lake Titicaca's Island of the Sun, requiring boat travel (Stanish et al. 2002) , and it was used in much greater proportions in the production of small, triangular projectile points diagnostic to this period (Klink and Aldenderfer 2005) .
The second mode of circulation, as a marker of ethnicity or affiliation with the western margins of the Titicaca Basin, occurs later in the Formative period around AD 0. During this period obsidian distribution is much more widespread in the Titicaca Basin. Obsidian seems to have become more available in the Basin through regional interaction, arguably through direct procurement by caravans or through fewer down-the-line intermediaries. Over centuries of regular acquisition at the Chivay source, and by the Late Formative, political power became consolidated in the region (Bandy 2005; Janusek 2006; Stanish 2003) . One possible explanation is that status markers from earlier millennia, such as obsidian, had become routinely available in the northern and western Titicaca Basin and these items had perhaps lost some of the exclusivity of earlier times. However, obsidian persisted in some demand at a household level in a pattern that is perhaps best compared to product like salt -one that is widely transported because the natural distribution is not ubiquitous.
Households continued the maintenance of relationships, probably through caravans, with social groups affiliated to western lands. Those in the volcanic Arequipa highlands would have had consistently greater access to the translucent obsidian from Chivay. With further archaeological research and geochemical sourcing from domestic contexts in the Titicaca Basin, these patterns in use of exotics may become more apparent.
Finally, one may make further inferences about the importance of the geological origin of stone in the Andes. The ritual significance of stone is a persistent theme in the region. The significance of the origin place of stone in the Andes is documented in the Late Horizon, where, for example, the Inka transported massive andesite blocks over 1,600 km from their capital in Cusco to lands in Ecuador (Ogburn 2004) . The furthest conveyance of Chivay obsidian in the prehispanic Andes, 291 linear kilometers, was material in the form of unmodified pebbles left at the gateway to Machu Picchu (Burger et al. 2000: 347) -as if the stone alone, and not the artifacts that could be made from it, were the essence of the offering.
Similar patterns were evident in the Titicaca Basin Formative. For example, stone monoliths were transported between sites at opposite ends of Lake Titicaca (Chávez and Mohr Chavez 1975) . Provenance analysis of obsidian samples from Mollo Kontu, a ceremonial mound at Tiwanaku (Couture 2003; Giesso 2003) , showed that the variability in obsidian types was much greater in samples collected from mound fill than in tool use as a whole. This material seems to have been deliberately placed fill, as if an artificial mountain was being made from stone contributed by various distinct social groups with links to the furthest reaches of Tiwanaku's domain of influence.
Conclusions
It appears that an emphasis on differentiating status goods from ordinary goods is overly influencing our interpretations of regional circulation, examined here through nonlocal stone. While a focus on status items highlights the sociopolitical role of exotic goods and the emergence of early leaders in the region, evidence of circulation of more common items provides insights about communities and geographical affiliation that may otherwise go undetected. Obsidian in the Titicaca Basin Formative was both a relatively mundane good in common use, and simultaneously a conveyor of geographical and perhaps ethnic or factional information about those who had access to obsidian from the volcanic region, directly or indirectly, to the west of the Lake Titicaca Basin. Exotic goods represented an opportunity for displaying distant linkages for ambitious political actors when the circumstances warranted, and are valuable to evolutionary models in that respect. However, the underlying persistence of these goods in a range of contexts from household middens to burials and ritual mounds -despite large scale sociopolitical changes -indicates that some exotic goods also had a more ordinary role but with historical and cultural significance. Although differentiating direct llama caravan interaction from down-the-line trade with portable goods like small obsidian artifacts is a difficult issue, the sustained presence of a material in stratified excavations over thousands of years as demonstrated at the Qillqatani rockshelter suggests a regular flow of goods and a relatively direct access to these products.
How does this contribute to our understanding of the development of political power in the Titicaca basin? From the perspective of dual-processual theory, there is little evidence of the use of exotic obsidian as part of a network strategy of differentiation; however, it could be argued that evidence from obsidian at Tiwanaku points to a corporate strategy in particular cases. For example, flakes of obsidian were contributed from six different nonlocal obsidian sources that lie to the northwest and to the south of Tiwanaku (the furthest lying 700 km away), in the construction of the ceremonial mound of Mollo Kontu (Couture 2003: 215; Giesso 2003) . In the multiethnic patchwork that some have argued comprised the Tiwanaku state and perhaps the Late Formative polities that preceded it, this use of an exotic material demonstrates access to nonlocal stone that was more available to particular segments of the population participating in caravan trade on the western margins of the basin.
Perhaps this collective use of nonlocal, but available, obsidian in mound construction is the geological equivalent of demonstrating long-distance links through consumption of goods. Communities might demonstrate nonlocal knowledge through food preparation, a particular hat design, or a regional style of singing, in that it expressed a horizontal type of affiliation between social groups. This contrasts with attributes that linked elites from different areas in an exclusionary, network model. Furthermore, as obsidian was used predominantly for projectile point production, this social signal was also perhaps an important, highly visible indicator of alliance in conflict or for protecting cargo-laden caravans. Viewed over the long term, obsidian had become an exotic that was not exclusive, but continued to have meaning beyond the functional cutting properties of sharp stone.
